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ABSTRACT

The Renormalization Group decimation technique is very useful for
problems described by 1-d nearest neighbour tight-binding model with or
without translational invariance. We show how spectra, wave-functions and
density of states can be calculated with l i t t l e numerical work from the
renormali2ed coefficients upon i terat ion. The results of this new
procedure are verified using the model of Soukoulis and Economou.
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./•a presc.it a systematic procodure for the calculation of spectra of

slsaentary excitations, wave functions and density of states with the

^normalization Group (R-G) decimation technique. We will focus our

interest on the 1-d problems with nearest neighbours interaction w M c h

.ave or have not the translational invariance. In these models the philo-

sophy of the B-G, which is to change a problem with many degrees of freedom

into another one vith less degrees of freedom without losing any physical

feature, can he fulfilled without any approximation. Several physical

systems of recent interest can be described by those modelss crystals

containing a modulating periodic potential of a period different from

that of the underlying lattice, either conmensurate or inconmenBurate with

it , electrons in 2-d square lattice in a perpendicular magnetic field '

the Sohrodinger equation with an arbitrary potential of atomic type (through

the construction of the Poincare map of the problem ) , superconductive

networks (De Gennes-Alexander theory ') etc. All these problems can be

started with the equation of motion:

n tn+l CD

where T has the meaning of the wave function, the order parameter, etc,
n

and is the unknown magnitude to be calculated, £ is the on—site parameter

( m fact i t has to be understood a.B Ui— £ . u> being the eigen—value which

also has to be determined) and t iB the off—site parameter connecting

neighbouring s i tes . The subscript zero means ini t ia l values of the

parameters. Beit .the intermediate degrees of freedom are eliminated

obtaining the equation of motion for the doubled lattice and the correspond-

ing recursion relations. Upon repeating this procedure, the latt ice of

spacing 2 is reached with the ooi*regponding, fonn—conserving equation ;
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(k»2 ) and the recursion relations 5}
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After this decimation procedure is performed, the question arises how to

obtain the necessary information from it. Studying the problem of super-

conductive networks ^ ye have observed that both the on-site and the

off—site coefficients showed a characteristic behaviour as a function of

iteration which was distinct enough to separata regions with no non;-

trivial solution for the order parameter from that of extended solutions

and that of localized solutions. The phase diagram for different super-

conductive networks was obtained with very little numerical work and -was

in excellent numerical agreement with that calculated with other more

time consuming, methods. Basing our confidence on these results we continue to

look for the method for calculating density of states directly from

the renonnalized coefficients.

In order to fix ideas let us start with the 1-d, one band, tight-bind-

ing model with one impurity on the diagonal. The equation of motion reads

(tu-en) o n - t( cn+1+ en_1) - 0 where £^ - £ for host sites and £ n - £±

for the impurity site; (0 is the eigenvalue, t the hopping integral and c

n

the amplitude of the wave function, at the site n. It is well known that

for thiB problem a localized state exists ' at a> -which is a solution of

the equation 1 - ( £ ̂ ~ £ ) GQO(to) - 0 where d ^ is the local Qreen

function at the impurity site. Deciaation vas performed by us for this

model. Again, in agreement with previous results * the on-site coefficient

saturated at a finite value outside the band, saturated at zero exactly

at the energy of the localized state and presented oscillations inside the

-3x+enciad band. We also found 'hat the saturation value of the on-eite

coefficient as a function of co was a smooth, iro^otonic function outside

the extended hand, increasing with increasing w , went through zero at the

^.ccalized cn , and oscillated inside the band of extended states. However

if the order of iteration was low enough ( for a given increment of "J

,:i ;'.i which the function was plotted) and for energies inside the extended

"Hand-, the on-site coefficient at that iteration appeared as a set of

continuous branches, going smoothly through zero at different separations

and diverging steeply. When the order of iteration is increased more

curves are present, however if i t is too big, the function looks dis-

continuous because points from different branches are caught. Tentatively

assuming that the zeroes of this fuction are related to eigenvalues of

the model, the separation between the zeroes could be understood as AUJ

in which one state is found; therefore, the inverse of the separation

between zeroes would be proportional to the density of Btates. We found

that plotting this quantity we reproduced correctly the square—root

divergent density of states of the 1-d tight—binding model. Changing the

order of iteration only varied the number of points available to draw the

curve.
tyrt h .,1

These results have been verified by us on a more sophisticated model̂

namely that presented by Soukoulis and Eoonomou , described by the
equation of motion: Cn

 c
n + t (°n + i+

" E cn l f i t h

cos{2Qn)]. The notation and the numerical values of the parameters are

taken as in Ref.l. The authors of Ref.l. found a rich spectrum of 6

extended bands and 3 localized "bands". Two of then (one localized and

ons extended) are calculated in extreme detail and the corresponding

density of states is presented. Three different techniques were needed.

They have also calculated the wave functions to show explicitly the

localized and the extended character. He h»ve applied decimation to this



model. The recursion relations are thoEe rcnnMonert above. In Fig.l we show

the behaviour of the on—Eite coefficient at n-0 and iteration 12 (where i t

is already saturated in the regions whare no states or localized states

are preeent ^ as a function of B. This is a " rough" run performed with

Af « . 1 . According to the previous analysis, whenever this function goes

through zero or stops to be monotonically increasing either extended bands

or bunches of localized states are present. This gives an overall picture

of the problem and allows to localize gaps. The rectangles on the upper

axis of Fig.l mark the regions where states are present and they show

good "rough" agreement with Ref.l except that the localized peak around 2

has not appeared. This has to do with the following. When saturation

appears at a given iteration r, the machine will not collect any information

about what is happening at sites outside 2 sites around the chosen one on

which decimation is performed. Therefore localized states can be "losth 'if

decimation is performed on a too far away site and they can "appear" if the

chosen site is changed into another region. We performed the "rough''

analysis positioning ourselves on the site 5OO,1OOO,15OO,?OOO etc. and

noticed the extended peaks at all tiues, whereas the " thinner" localized

peaks sometimes were not noticed,(Actually the peak at 2 appeared decimat-

ing around n»50C ) . Ho nev bands appeared, neither the regions vhere some-

were

thing was noticed/dit'fereril, i'his criterion of moving the site of

observation was dramatically noticed comparing the detailed analysis of

the peak around 3.6 with that of Ref.l. Decimating around n=0 we found

that the Coefficient went smoothly through all the region and crossed

zero at the value: 3.639293698116315 which corresponds to one of the peaks

presented in Ref.l. We could not notice any other state. However chang-

ing to the site 4000 our coefficient went through zero around the other

peak (at 3.62975664746).

In Pig.2 we plot the inverse of the separation between zeroes of the

on—site coefficient as a function of energy for the peak around —2.317.

This should be compared with the density of states published in Ref.l.

The peaks are obtained with iteration 12 where saturation was obtained,

whereas the region drawn continuous was obtained with iteration 7 "because

at iteration 12 too many points appeared for our precision ( i t was not

saturated even at the 12 i terat ion). Almost a l l the graph was obtained

decimating around the site fcero except the last 5 peakB on the right
by

which were found/changing the Bite where decimation waB performed.

In Fig.3a we show the plot of logl^" | as a function of position for

E • -2.317. The agreement with the result of Bef.1 is excellent. I t

means, as alreadypoiiited out there, and in agreement with the fact that

the decimated coefficients do not achieve saturation in that region (drawn

continuous in Pig.2) that the state is extended. In Fig.3b we show the

same analysis for the energy El = -2.32O37752758O125 which corresponds to

one of the peaks on the left of Fig,2, The value corresponds to the zero

of the decimated coefficient and has to be determined with great precision

in order to get a non diverging eigenfunction as shown in To. This and

also the fact that saturation was obtained for these values made us think

that the side regions were different froo the central region. As shown

in b and o, whole regions of very small amplitudes appear between regions

of bigger values. These solutions look intermediate between extended and

localized (connected localized packets). In 3d we show the same analysis

for S - 3.639293698116315 corresponding to one of the localized states

(again the precision is crucial). It shows the same behaviour as that

presented in Ref.l with localization around 100 s i tes . Outaide that region

nothing is said in Ref.l whereas we get a diverging wave function on both

sides. This could be attributed to the simultaneous presence of both



exponentially decreasing and increasing localized solutions.

Upon finishing this work we became acquainted with the method of Goncalves

da Silva and Koiller ' for calculating densities of states after perform-

ing decimation on the equation of motion for the Green's functions . Complex

variables with small imaginary parts have to be used in their numerical

calculation whereaB we use only real numbers, Furthermore,with our

approach the eigenvectors can be obtained directly. Another method was
a)

recently proposed by Anda et a l . ' for the 1-d tight-binding model. This

method should be extended to more complex models.
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Figure captions

Fig, 1 The on-site coefficient at n=0 , i t . 12, as a function of ?,

for the model of Ref.l with/E» , 1 . The rectangles denote

presence of states.

Pig, 2 Spectral analysis vith our procedure of the extended peak

around E- -2,317. Detailed discussion in the text.

Pig. 3 Spatial extension of the wave function for different eigen-

values : a) extended for E - -2.317, "b) an& c) connected

localized packets at E- -2.3SO37752758O125, d.) localized at

E - 3.639293698116315
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